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ABSTRACT

We describe Pantheia, a system that constructs virtual mod-
els of real spaces from collections of images, through the
use of visual markers that guide and constrain model con-
struction. To create a model users simply ‘mark up’ the
real world scene by placing preprinted markers that describe
scene elements or impose semantic constraints. Users then
collect still images or video of the scene. From this input,
Pantheia automatically and quickly produces a model. The
Pantheia system was used to produce models of two rooms
that demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach.

1. INTRODUCTION
An increasing number of applications make use of vir-

tual representations of real physical spaces. Museums, con-
ference rooms, trade show venues, and factory floors may
be represented in a virtual environment, to support virtual
tours, provide immersive telepresence into the space, facil-
itate use planning for the space, or to provide an interface
for monitoring activity occurring in the space. Unfortu-
nately, creating such models is expensive and time consum-
ing, involving measurement, photography, and sophisticated
graphics tools. An ambitious long term research goal is to
automatically construct such models from collected images;
fully automatic approaches are not yet possible. Current
state of the art modeling is done using interactive modeling
tools which let artists use images to aid in model construc-
tion.

The Pantheia system takes a step toward automation. It
requires users to ‘mark up’ the real world with uniquely iden-
tifiable visual markers with predefined meanings, and to col-
lect video or images of the space. Pantheia detects markers
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Figure 1: 3D model and photo of our lab

in the images and uses them to automatically construct a
model of the scene. The marker meanings support the mod-
eling of scene elements such as walls, doors, and windows
and impose semantic constraints such as coplanarity, region
subdivision, or color matching. Markers can also indicate
where to place predefined models of furniture or equipment.
Figure 1 shows the model of our lab created by Pantheia
which includes a preexisting model of a piece of equipment.

In a typical use scenario, many markers, of various sizes,
shapes, and meanings are placed around the space. One or
more markers placed in easy to measure locations serve as
fiducial markers. The fiducial markers are generally large to
be easily detected in many images. Additional markers of
various sizes are placed around the space to specify markup
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semantics. A set of markers designated as belonging to a
wall group may be placed on a wall to help Pantheia iden-
tify that wall. Four markers may delineate a rectangular re-
gion corresponding to a picture, window, or digital display.
When all semantic markers have been placed, the user must
collect a sufficient set of images or video to allow Pantheia to
determine the pose, that is the position and orientation, of
each marker. In general, a marker pose can be determined
if it is either itself a fiducial marker, or it is co-visible in
at least one image with another marker whose pose can be
determined. To ensure that this condition is met, it may be
necessary to place additional ‘scaffold markers’ so that no
groups of markers are visually isolated. Finally, given the
marker poses, Pantheia interprets the marker semantics to
create a model of the space. This model will be more or less
rich depending on which aspects of the space were captured
by the marker semantics.

Figure 3 shows some markers used by Pantheia. Each
marker includes an easily detected square pattern that is
uniquely identifiable. The system has access to informa-
tion about the markers, from basic information such as size
and shape, to higher level information about individual and
groups of markers that is used in the virtual construction.
Because the size of the markers is known, for each marker
detected in an image, the relative pose of the marker with
respect to the camera can be estimated.

If the pose of any marker visible in an image is known, the
camera pose for that image can be estimated. Conversely,
if the camera pose is known, the marker pose can be es-
timated. The algorithm that determines all marker poses
starts by estimating the pose of images containing fiducial
marker. From these camera poses, the pose of any marker
detected in these images can be estimated. This process
may be repeated to estimate the poses of all markers, given
enough images and assuming there are no visually isolated
groups. Various estimation sequences are possible, and give
results of varying quality. These estimates can be improved
by applying bundle adjustment [20], a global optimization
procedure. Pantheia uses ARToolKitPlus [1] to detect mark-
ers and determine relative pose between markers and cam-
eras, and SBA [11] to perform bundle adjustments. Section
4 describes the estimation method in detail.

The remainder of this paper describes Pantheia more fully
and reports on two room models we built to evaluate the sys-
tem. Section 2 reviews related work. Section 3, describes
markup semantics used in our experiments. Section 4 pro-
vides a detailed description of Pantheia including pose es-
timation issues. Section 5 describes experiments used to
evaluate Pantheia. Section 6 contains concluding remarks.

2. RELATED WORK
Researchers such as [16, 17, 7] work on non-marker-based

methods for constructing models from images. Their work
advances progress on the hard problem of deducing geomet-
ric structure from image features. Instead, we make the
problem simpler by placing markers that are easily detected
and have meanings that greatly simplify the geometric de-
duction. Furthermore, a marker-based approach enables
users to specify which parts of the scene are important. In
this way, Pantheia handles clutter removal and certain occlu-
sion issues easily since it renders what the markers indicate
rather than what is seen. In addition, markers enable the
specification of deviations from the physical scene.

Figure 2: System generated model of meeting room

Markers such as QR codes support augmented reality ap-
plications by indicating what models, or other information,
should be shown where in an augmented reality display. AR-
ToolKit was designed for this application [1]. Others have
used markers simply as labels [6]. Markers, including QR
codes, are frequently used for camera pose estimation in 3D
reconstruction tasks [18, 19]. Some groups use markers to
provide size or angle calibration information [14] for 3D ob-
ject reconstruction. Fiala and Shu [9] use a combination
of markers and SIFT features to determine camera poses
and correspondence points between images to support object
modeling. Schall et al. [13, 10] use markers together with
geodetic equipment to construct models; their markers have
no special meanings and are primarily used to find trans-
forms between sets of measurements made with specialty
equipment. Our work goes beyond using markers simply as
labels, or for calibration or pose estimation, or to indicate
where objects or information should be shown. The main
novelty in our work is the use of a markup language that
provides markers with a rich set of meanings that guide the
construction of a model.

Chella et al. [5] developed an ontology for indoor envi-
ronments, and implemented an XML-based language based
on this ontology, used by a group of roving robots to com-
municate in order to build a model of their environments.
Madden et al. [12] patented a system that enables users to
markup a model obtained from images, or markup the im-
ages, with additional information that is used to improve
the model. Their approach is complementary to ours; their
markup occurs after the images are taken whereas we are
taking images of a physically marked-up space.

Non-vision-based approaches are also possible. For exam-
ple, 3D scanners that provide distance information are used
to build models using SLAM techniques [8], for example.
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Our marker-based approach avoids certain clutter and oc-
clusion issues that affect 3D scanner model reconstruction
by rendering what is indicated by the markers rather than
what is sensed. Also a pure scanner-based approach can-
not reconstruct visual features such as color and texture.
Eventually Pantheia may be able to support combining 3D
scanner data with the marker-based image data we currently
use.

3. SPATIAL MARKUP
Pantheia produces a virtual model from a set of images

containing user placed markers with predefined meanings.
Semantic markers may be thought of as elements of a markup
grammar that describes the model. We are still working to
define this language. Section 3.1 describes the preliminary
markup language we used in our experiments.

3.1 Marker Semantics
Each marker used by Pantheia contains a square pattern

(see Figure 3) which is used for pose estimation, and which
also encodes a unique marker ID, by which the marker may
be assigned a ‘group’ and a ‘type’. Roughly, the markers
of a given group form a ‘sentence’ in the markup language,
which makes an assertion such as the existence of a planar
region which is a wall.

The basic markup types of the markup grammar are:

• Plane: markers that lie on the same planar surface.

• Image extractor: markers that define an area con-
taining an image, such as a picture or bulletin board.

• Object insertion: markers that indicate how an ex-
isting 3D model should be inserted.

Plane markers indicate the model must include a planar re-
gion fitted to these markers. Section 4.3 describes how that
fitting is done, and how boundaries are deduced from inter-
sections with other planes, or defined by modifier markers.

The ultimate grammar will have a number of subtypes of
plane, optimized for particular purposes. The subtypes used
to create our models are:

• Wall: markers that all lie on the same wall.

• Ceiling and Floor: Ceiling markers lie on a hori-
zontal plane that bounds walls from the top. Floor
markers bound walls from below.

• Door: Door markers specify a vertical plane and its
boundaries.

There are two types of modifier markers: those that refine
the geometry of the planar regions listed above, and those
that modify their appearance. Geometric modifiers include:

• Line: markers that define a line.

• Corner: A corner marker indicates a 90◦ corner.

Geometric modifiers are used in different ways depending
on the context. They are usually implicitly part of another
group - for example, region markers which lie on a plane are
grouped with that plane - and modify the modeling of that
group. For example, a line fitted to the markers in a line
group divides a planar region in two. If corner markers are
present among the line markers, lines perpendicular to the

simple
marker

a corner marker

line
marker

alternative
corner marker

texture sampler
marker

Figure 3: Examples of visual markup markers

fitted line are constructed extending from the corners. Four
corner markers by themselves can define lines bounding a
rectangular region. In all of these cases, the resulting lines
change the boundary of the planar region on which they lie.
This region may be a ‘hole,’ or may have a different color or
texture than the main region.

We used two categories of appearance control markers.

• Color groups and samplers: markers belonging to
a color group indicate that all regions containing these
markers have the same color. That color is defined by
one or more color sampler.

• Texture groups and samplers: markers belonging
to a texture group indicate that all regions containing
these markers have the same texture, as defined by a
texture sampler.

A sampler marker (Figure 3) has a cutout region in which
the background surface is clearly visible in images showing
the marker. The pixels found in that region determine the
color or texture of the associated group.

3.2 Marker Usage
We envision markers preprinted as sheets of stickers that

can be easily placed and removed. Our experiments, how-
ever, used markers printed on paper and affixed with tape
or tacks.

For Pantheia to construct a model, it must be able to
estimate the pose of all markers. A marker’s pose can be
estimated if there is a chain of images connecting it to a
fiducial marker. The co-visibility graph has a vertex for
each marker, and an edge connecting two vertices if the cor-
responding markers are co-visible in some image. If the co-
visibility graph is connected, all marker poses can be esti-
mated relative to the fiducial marker. When placing markers
and collecting images, users must ensure the resulting graph
is connected. Users may need to place markers for the sole
purpose of connecting otherwise isolated sets of markers.

At the highest level, there are three categories of marker
use:

• Fiducial markers are placed to establish a frame of
reference. The pose of a fiducial marker may be spec-
ified relative to a coordinate system convenient to the
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user, or may be left unspecified, in which case all co-
ordinates will be relative to the fiducial marker.

• Semantic markers form the majority of markers.
They guide and constrain the construction of the model
through their associated meanings.

• Scaffold markers connect otherwise isolated groups
of markers to ensure that the co-visibility graph is con-
nected so all marker poses can be estimated.

These categories are loose. For example, a semantic marker
may also be a fiducial marker. In some cases, scaffold mark-
ers may be needed only temporarily to estimate the pose of
more permanent markers. For example, two visually sepa-
rated regions that need detailed modeling can be connected
by placing temporary scaffold markers which are used to es-
timate the relative positions of a marker in each detailed
region so that even after the scaffold markers are removed,
the global pose of all semantic markers near these two mark-
ers can be estimated.

Each marker has an associated coordinate system deter-
mined by its square pattern. Its origin is the center of the
square. The x-axis aligns with the bottom of the square,
and points to the right. The y-axis points upward along
the square, and the z-axis points out of the square. Deter-
mining the pose for a marker is equivalent to determining
the transform between its coordinate system and the world
coordinate system. Marker semantics may use points, line
segments, or regions that do not necessarily lie on the square
pattern, and which are specified in terms of marker coordi-
nates. For corner and line markers (see Figure 3), the salient
point or line is generally at the edge of the marker, and guide
marks indicate which point or segment is salient so the user
can place the marker properly. Texture extraction markers
contain a cutout square bounding the region that will be
sampled.

We found markers of varying sizes useful. Fiducial and
scaffold markers should generally be large so that they can
be detected in many images, including distance shots. Image
extraction markers may need to be small to fit on thin frames
or into small spaces between a picture and a nearby object.
We used five sizes ranging from 4cm to 16cm.

4. PANTHEIA SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
This section describes Pantheia’s overall structure and

processes. The basic steps in Pantheia’s model production
are:

1. Place markers in space

2. Collect video or images

3. Import and process images

4. Estimate marker and image poses

5. Handle geometric markup

6. Handle image and color markup

7. Render and view model

In the simplest cases, these steps are carried out once se-
quentially. Pantheia supports an interactive process, how-
ever. The user can see the progress at each step and may

Fiducial Markers
(known position)

Use certified markers
to estimate more 

image poses

Scaffold
Markers

Semantic
Markers

Use image poses
to estimate more

marker poses

Certify markers
using

bundle adjustment

Markup Handler

images
Video
frames

markers and images poses 

Place
markers

Collect &
Import
images

Estimation
loop

Generate
models

Known
Image
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Known
marker
poses

Figure 4: Estimation process overview

decide to place more markers or collect additional images. A
graphical interface lets a user intervene for diagnostic pur-
poses, such as to indicate images to be ignored or marker
poses that are poorly estimated. Steps 1 and 2 are carried
out by the user and have been previously described. Strictly
speaking Steps 2 and 3 may be combined, since Pantheia has
the capability to either import images, or directly capture
video from a webcam or DV Camcorder device. The other
steps are described in the remainder of this section.

4.1 Image import and detection
The first processing step imports images captured by a

still camera or video device. We use ARToolKitPlus [2] to
process the images, detect markers, and estimate the relative
pose of each marker with respect to the camera. To improve
the marker detection rate and accuracy, we first run the de-
tection to determine the location of candidate markers, and
then use Otsu’s threshold selection technique [15, 3] on each
region of interest before rerunning ARToolKit. These re-
gions of interest have a bi-modal intensity histogram, and
this technique allows the markers to be detected, with good
accuracy. This step results in a set of images, each contain-
ing at least one identified marker, and an estimate of each
identified marker’s pose relative to the camera.

4.2 Pose Estimation
The next step estimates a global pose for each marker in

terms of a single world coordinate system. ARToolKit esti-
mates the pose of any image containing a marker with known
pose using the marker pattern corners. While a single known
marker pose suffices, better estimates are expected if more
marker poses are known. Similarly, ARToolKit estimates the
pose of any marker detected in an image with known pose.
At any step of pose estimation, we have a set M of mark-
ers with known pose estimates, and a set I of images with
known estimates. Initially, M is the set of measured fiducial
markers, and I is empty. We iteratively estimate poses for
additional images containing markers in M and add those
images to I, and then estimate poses for any markers visible
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Figure 5: Intersections of planes

in newly estimated images, and add those to M .
If the co-visibility graph is connected, this process leads

to a complete set of estimates. However, different chains
lead to the same marker thus providing multiple disparate
estimates. It is desirable to have a procedure that uses all
observations to give the best global estimate. Bundle ad-
justment provides such a global estimate by minimizing the
re-projection error [20]. We use the open source package
SBA [11] to perform the bundle adjustment.

Bundle adjustment can get stuck in local minima; good
initialization is required. It is also slow on large data sets.
We experimented with several procedures for initializing bun-
dle adjustment, and are still investigating this area. When a
marker is estimated, the estimate is based on a single image.
If the marker is poorly estimated, and this pose estimate is
then involved in the pose estimate of additional images, it
can cause additional estimation errors. To address this prob-
lem, we use marker pose certification; a marker pose estimate
is not used in the estimation of image poses until it has been
certified. In our current procedure, each time a new set of
marker poses has been estimated, the marker visible in the
most images with known pose is bundle adjusted, and be-
comes certified. We found this conservative procedure helps
to avoid bad global bundle adjustment initializations which
fail to converge to good solutions.

The four corners of a marker pattern of known size have 6
degrees of freedom, not 12. Ideally bundle adjustment would
take these constraints into account, but we have not yet
implemented that part; we currently do bundle adjustment
and then fit the results to a square of the correct size.

4.3 Markup Handling
The markup handler component of the Pantheia system

is responsible for producing the Virtual Reality Modeling
Language (VRML) model. It consists of a manager and a
handler for each of the marker group types described in Sec-
tion 3. As marker estimates become available, the manager
groups the markers and invokes the appropriate handler.

4.3.1 Geometric Markup Handling

Handlers for geometric properties have four distinct phases:

A B

C D

E

GH

F

X Y

Figure 6: Plan view of room with concave geometry

1. Create: An initial model of the object is created,
based on the initial marker estimates.

2. Update: The model is updated as additional marker
estimates become available.

3. Adjust: Each handler updates its model based on the
status of the other handlers. This process takes place
over several iterations.

4. Render: Creates a VRML model from the informa-
tion produced by each handler.

We describe the plane handler since planes are the most
common architectural component. During the create and
update phases, the plane handler fits a plane to the marker
estimates in its group using eigen analysis, and generates a
large square surrounding the markers of default side length.
The adjustment phase splits each square region along its
lines of intersection with the other squares (see Figure 5),
initially keeping only regions containing a marker. In the
simplest cases, these are exactly the desired regions, but for
more complex cases, this process may have thrown out too
much, so we need to expand some regions. For each retained
region, consider each adjacent discarded coplanar region. If
the boundary line between a region and an adjacent region
came from an intersection with part of a square that has
now been discarded, expand the region to include the ad-
jacent region. Continue to expand, examining all discarded
regions adjacent to the new region, until no more expansion
is possible. For example, in a room with the floor plan of
Figure 6, the plane HG intersects the planes BC and ED.
Say only one marker lies on that plane, and it lies above line
segment HX; only that part of the wall is kept after the
first step. But because the region above line segment CX is
not retained, the region above HX expands, to include the
region above XY in the second step, and because DY was
also not retained, it expands to the entire region above HG.

During the adjustment process, lines may be added to a
plane’s set of bounding lines. For example, the door markup
handler determines the wall on which the door is situated
and makes the rectangular opening for the door in the wall.
The line markup handler fits a plane to the markers in its
group to determine which object the line should affect. In
its final phase, the markup handler generates VRML from
the sets of vertices that were generated during the adjust
phase. The appearance of these objects is determined by
color and texture markers.

4.3.2 Image-based Markup Handling

Color or texture sampler handlers sample the color or tex-
ture near the marker. Similarly, an image extractor handler
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Figure 7: Image extraction using extraction markers

extracts parts of images contained within the rectangle de-
fined by its markers. Colors, textures, or image regions are
obtained from each image that contains these markers. For
color, the associated object is given the mean of these color
values. Texture samplers and image extractors sample the
region from the image with the most head-on view of the
region. Various methods for combining images to obtain a
higher quality image could improve the extraction.

We have not tried such methods yet, but we did use im-
age processing to improve boundaries of extracted regions.
It would be tedious to have to place image extractor mark-
ers to bound exactly the region to be extracted, and frames
or nearby objects may make it difficult to place markers at
desired locations. To simplify this process, a user may use
markers to define a larger region containing the target re-
gion. Pantheia then uses the Probabilistic Hough Transform
[3] to detect lines within the region bounded by the markers,
and extracts the largest rectangle contained in this region.
Figure 7 shows detected lines, the largest rectangle, and the
resulting extracted image. In this way, a well-cropped tex-
ture for the bulletin board is accurately extracted without
the need for careful placement of markers.

4.4 Render and view models
The final VRML model can be viewed in any VRML

browser or in the 3D viewer we built using OpenSceneGraph
[4], which is integrated with our system. The viewer can
show marker placement during the estimation loop, can be
moved to the virtual view of any source image, and can show
that image in the scene, with an adjustable alpha value, so
users can see it in alignment with the model.

5. EXPERIMENTS
We used Pantheia to produce models of two rooms: our

lab and our main conference room. These experiments are
preliminary; our code and processes are still evolving. We
collected images with a Canon Powershot SD900, a con-
sumer grade camera, with focal length 7.7mm and 3648x2048
resolution, and calibrated it with the Matlab Calibration
toolkit.

To evaluate the accuracy of our current process, we mea-
sured the positions of the more permanent markers placed
in both rooms and compared these measurements with our
final estimates. These measurements are not used in the
creation of our models; they are used only to evaluate the
results. Our ‘ground truth’ measurements were accurate to
within about 2 cm. We used the orientation of the wall as
the orientation for the markers placed on the wall since we
consistently placed the markers so that they were roughly

Match Position Error (cm) Angle error (deg)
Transform Max Avg. Max Avg.

None 19.68 14.60 5.06 2.22
Rigid 7.73 3.47 4.44 1.56

Similarity 5.00 1.74 4.43 1.56

Table 1: Evaluation summary: lab

aligned with the wall edges. We did not take great care
in this alignment, so some markers were noticeably askew.
Thus the discrepancy between the ‘ground truth’ angles and
the estimated angles is partially due to errors in the ‘ground
truth.’ We did not worry about the inaccuracy in the ground
truth angles, since even with this inaccuracy the errors were
within a few degrees.

Because a small inaccuracy in the pose of any fiducial
marker used to initialize the algorithm can lead to significant
rotation of the entire model, and only the overall geometry
is of interest, not an exact match to world coordinates, we
applied the optimal rigid transform to the entire set of points
before making the comparisons. Also, our models tended
to be a little larger than they should be, perhaps due to
incorrect focal length calibration. For that reason we also
applied the optimal global scale transformation. We hope to
understand where this scale increase (of approximately 3%)
is coming from so that we may remove it. Tables 2 and 1
summarize our evaluation results.

5.1 Constructing a virtual model of our lab
Our lab has width 5.2m, length 6.0m, and height 2.7m.

Figure 1 shows a photo of the room and the model we con-
structed. The lab has wall regions of different colors, doors,
posters, and equipment for which we had preexisting mod-
els. In addition to one fiducial marker, we placed 14 wall and
scaffold markers, plus another dozen or so semantic markers
including color samplers, texture, region, and model inser-
tion markers. We took 26 pictures. Our qualitative success
can be judged from Figure 1. Table 1 shows results from the
quantitative evaluation on the 15 more permanent markers.

5.2 Constructing a model of a conference room
Our main conference room is almost rectangular except

that the front wall has been replaced with three walls in a
triptych configuration. Each of the two diagonal walls as
well as the center front wall has a large display screen. The
room has small columns along the side, doors, artwork, and
a corporate poster. Figure 2 shows a photo of the room and
the model we constructed. The conference room has width
7.3m, length 9.4m at its shortest, length 10.4m at its longest,
and height 2.7m. We used one fiducial marker, 13 wall and
scaffold markers, and a dozen or so semantic markers. We
took 173 images. This experiment was run on an earlier
version of our still evolving code. Table 1 shows quantitative
evaluation results on the more permanent markers.

6. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
Pantheia already provides a practical way to produce mod-

els, but we plan a number of improvements. A richer markup
language, and improved pose estimation, will increase the
breadth and accuracy of the models. Diagnostics and visu-
alizations based on reprojection error and co-visibility graph
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Match Position Error (cm) Angle error (deg)
Transform Max Avg. Max Avg.

None 45.24 24.83 2.75 1.34
Rigid 32.65 22.41 2.24 1.04

Similarity 10.47 4.56 2.23 1.04

Table 2: Evaluation summary: conference room

analysis will assist users in placing markers and collecting
images. Using detected scene features, such as SIFT fea-
tures, together with markers, would reduce or eliminate the
need for scaffold markers, and generally improve Pantheia’s
results. As mentioned in Section 4.2, we hope to incorpo-
rate geometric constraints into the bundle adjustment. We
plan to evaluate this more complete system on more complex
spaces, including multi-room environments.
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